Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 29 May 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.00pm
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 1 LAST TRAIN (32.3kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 2 FIERCE TORQUE (24/5), Race 7 ROGER'S DREAMIN' (29/5)
Illness: Race 3 DEVINE DIVA (28/5), EXPECT A SPRING (29/5), Race 4 WAGTAIL SAGE (28/5), PINKIE PIE (29/5)
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 LAST TRAIN, Race 2 APPLEJACK, Race 6 APPLIED

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds had pre-race swabs taken this evening FANTASTIC GHOST (Race 8) and MARYVILLE (Race 12).

WAGRA advised the track was deep raked on Monday 27/5/19.

On the 24th May 2019, Trainer Mr J Thompson advised Stewards that SMARTY HOOK had pulled up with a fractured right hock, following the running of race 9 at Greyhounds WA Cannington on the 22nd May.

Race 1 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:41 PM
(275M): LAST TRAIN began quickly. WARRANTED & FARMOR KA CHING began slowly. WARRANTED & HELLO I'M CHANEL collided soon after the start. STORM ZONE & HOW'S IT SCARY collided soon after the start. SHINBONER SPIRIT & FARMOR KA CHING collided soon after the start. HOW'S IT SCARY checked off the heels of NEO HA HA on the first turn. HELLO I'M CHANEL & NEO HA HA collided on the first turn. HOW'S IT SCARY & SHINBONER SPIRIT collided on the first turn. NEO HA HA & FARMOR KA CHING collided approaching the home turn. FARMOR KA CHING checked off the heels of SHINBONER SPIRIT on the home turn.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 7:04 PM
(380M): ROOKIE began slowly. BORUTO & CHICAGO NIGHTS collided soon after the start. CHICAGO NIGHTS checked off the heels of APPLEJACK on the first turn. WHAT A CRUISER & HELLO I'M CIPHER collided on the first turn. BORUTO & CHICAGO NIGHTS collided on the first turn. WHAT A CRUISER & HELLO I'M CIPHER collided in the back straight. HELLO I'M CIPHER checked off the heels of WHAT A CRUISER on the second turn, approaching the home turn and on the home turn.

Race 3 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 7:25 PM
(520M): DON'T GUESS began quickly. WHO'S GOT CASH & BIG DOVE began slowly. WHO'S GOT CASH & UNO CARLA collided on the first turn. UNO CARLA & BIG DOVE collided on the first turn, BIG DOVE stumbled and lost ground, UNO CARLA stumbled, lost ground and raced wide. UNO CARLA checked off the heels of BIG DOVE at the catching pen.

Race 4 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 7:49 PM
(520M): WILSHIRE GIRL & POCKETFUL began quickly. VELOCITY MERINKA began slowly. LOLLY BUFFET checked off the heels of SWIFT DESTINY soon after the start. SWIFT DESTINY & AMELIA KEEPING collided soon after the start. AMELIA KEEPING & AUSSIE SALUTE collided on the first turn. POCKETFUL & SWIFT DESTINY collided at the catching pen. WILSHIRE GIRL & AUSSIE SALUTE collided on the second turn and in the back straight. LOLLY BUFFET checked off the heels of POCKETFUL on the home turn. AMELIA KEEPING & VELOCITY MERINKA collided on the home turn. LOLLY BUFFET & AUSSIE SALUTE collided in the home straight.

Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Country/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:09 PM
(520M): SUNSET HARLEY & WAIKARIE PHOEBE began quickly. BUSH BANDICOOT began slowly. JUNK YARD BOSS, WAGTAIL CUMIN & HELLO I'M STEELO collided soon after the start, WAGTAIL CUMIN stumbled and lost ground. HELLO I'M STEELO & BUSH BANDICOOT collided soon after the start. SUNSET HARLEY, ZAMAZAN & BOOMERING collided soon after the start. SUNSET HARLEY & ZAMAZAN collided approaching the first turn. WAGTAIL CUMIN checked off the heels of HELLO I'M STEELO approaching the first turn. HELLO I'M STEELO & BUSH BANDICOOT collided approaching the first turn. HELLO I'M STEELO checked off the heels of BUSH BANDICOOT on the first turn. BOOMERING checked off the heels of WAIKARIE PHOEBE on the first turn. BOOMERING & WAIKARIE PHOEBE collided on the third turn. ZAMAZAN checked off the heels of SUNSET HARLEY on the third turn. WAGTAIL CUMIN checked off the heels of ZAMAZAN on the third turn. JUNK YARD BOSS & WAIKARIE PHOEBE collided on the third turn. JUNK YARD BOSS checked off the heels of WAIKARIE PHOEBE on the home turn. HELLO I'M STEELO & WAIKARIE PHOEBE collided on the home turn. BUSH BANDICOOT faded in the home straight due to injury.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that BUSH BANDICOOT had a right hindleg sartorius muscle injury (pencil/whip) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 6 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 8:27 PM
(380M): ANGELO KEEPING, WAGTAIL PIRI & APPLIED began quickly. WHAT A CRAFTER & SIZZLING SHANE began slowly. WHAT A CRAFTER checked off the heels of TOO DARDY soon after the start. MY BRO JIMBO checked off the heels of WAGTAIL PIRI soon after the start. WHAT A CRAFTER checked off the heels of SIZZLING SHANE approaching the home turn. WHAT A CRAFTER raced wide on the home turn. ANGELO KEEPING checked off the heels of APPLIED in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that WHAT A CRAFTER had a left hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:42 PM
(380M): ADELE KEEPING, MOMENT TO JIVE & EXONERATED began quickly. ZIPPING MILLY & MYSTERY GUESS began slowly. BUSHMAN'S DROVER checked off the heels of ADELE KEEPING soon after the start. ZIPPING MILLY checked off the heels of MOMENT TO JIVE soon after the start. EXONERATED & PEYTON PLACE collided on the first turn. EXONERATED tailed off due to injury on the first turn. BUSHMAN'S DROVER checked off the heels of MOMENT TO JIVE in the back straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that EXONERATED had a left hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 8 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:57 PM
(520M): SPRITE MONELLI began quickly. LAWLESS LOU began slowly. LAWLESS LOU checked off the heels of FANTASTIC GHOST soon after the start. FREAK ON KNEE & ZIPPING IZABELLE collided soon after the start. DARREN ALLEN & FREAK ON KNEE collided several times on the first turn. ZIPPING IZABELLE checked off the heels of FANTASTIC GHOST, shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. SPRITE MONELLI & WHO'S GOT BYRON collided on the third turn and on the home turn. LAWLESS LOU checked off the heels of FANTASTIC GHOST on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SPRITE MONELLI had a right hindleg sartorius muscle injury (pencil/whip) and a right hindleg pectineus/adductor injury (groin) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 9 - Maiden/Country/380 - Maiden - 9:12 PM
(380M): DRAGON TORQUE began quickly. KHALEESHI TORQUE began slowly. JOY LARELLE checked off the heels of RYDER'S GOGO on the first turn. JOY LARELLE tailed off due to injury in the back straight. DRAGON TORQUE checked off the heels of JUST A MAV on the second turn. KHALEESHI TORQUE checked off the heels of DRAGON TORQUE on the second turn. UNO ROAD & JUST A MAV collided on the home turn. JUST A MAV & RYDER'S GOGO collided on the home turn. RYDER'S GOGO raced wide in the home straight. UNO ROAD & KHALEESHI TORQUE collided approaching the finishing line.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that JOY LARELLE had a right hindleg sartorius muscle injury (pencil/whip) and a right hindleg pectineus/adductor injury (groin) and has been stood down for 10 days.

Race 10 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:32 PM
(380M): ZIPPING FLYNN began slowly. FANCY GUESS & TANGO DANCER collided soon after the start. FIRE UP ROSCOE & AKACHI collided soon after the start. WESTWORTH & FANCY GUESS collided on the first turn. FANCY GUESS checked off the heels of TANGO DANCER on the first turn. FIRE UP ROSCOE checked off the heels of AKACHI on the first turn. WESTWORTH & TANGO DANCER collided on the first turn, both lost ground. TANGO DANCER checked off the heels of FANCY GUESS approaching the home turn.
(275M): LITTLE RAGE & QUARA'S BETH began quickly. JAGGERNAUGHT & HELLO ISSY began slowly. DYNA ELVIO & CANYA FAB collided soon after the start. HELLO ISSY checked off the heels of QUARA'S BETH soon after the start. CANYA FAB checked off the heels of QUARA'S BETH soon after the start. DYNA ELVIO & QUARA'S BETH collided on the first turn. JAGGERNAUGHT, DYNA ELVIO & QUARA'S BETH collided on the first turn, JAGGERNAUGHT hit the inside rail, stumbled and lost ground.

Race 12 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 10:07 PM  
(275M): CRYMELON RIP began quickly. ROMAN BLUE began slowly. ROMAN BLUE crossed to the inside soon after the start. CRYMELON RIP, KONNICHIWA, RUSTY WREN & ZANZIQUE collided on the first turn. RUSTY WREN galloped on the heels of KONNICHIWA on the first turn, both lost ground.

FINAL.